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Let x,, x**. . . be i.i.d. random variables with a continuous distribution function. Let R0 = (!, 
R~=min{~>R~._~,~uchthatX~>X~+ 
3- 
, k 3 1. We prove that all finite-dimensional distributions 
of a process Wcn ‘( t) = (Ri,,,, - 2[nt])/& n, t cz [0, 11, converge to those of the standard Brownian 
motion. 
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1. introductioa 
Let {Xk)T= 1be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables having a continuous common 
distribution E Define inductively an associated sequence {Rk}FzO: R0 = 0 and, for 
k a 1, Rk is the smallest j> Rkml such that Xi > Xj+r. Thus, on the intervals 
(Rk-1, RJ, Xi is a nondecreasing function of j and, in fact, almost surely increases 
because P(X,o = X/v) = 0 for all j’ # j” by continuity of R 
A key to the study of the process (Rk) F=o lies in a well-known fact that its 
distribution is the same for all continuous F. To see this, introduce a process 
(rk}r,t: rk is the rank of Xk among X1, . . . , Xk, so that rk E (1,2, . . . , k), k = 
192 , . , . . Then the distribution of {R ) k T=o is uniquely determined by the distribution 
of (Q);~~. On the other hand, one can show that rl, r2, . . . are independent and 
P(Q = i) = 1,lk for all i E (1,2, . . . , k) and all k. 
The ‘runs up’ process {& -Rk_l}~~l and similar processes related with (rk}iz1 
have been for years a subject of extensive studies by many authors. For numerous 
results and (detailed bibliography, see [l, 3,5]. E.g., Knuth proved that: W?,, = 
212 + 0( 1), var R, =$z+O(l),asn-toc. 
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In this paper we shall prove that (R, - 2n)& is asymptotically normal with 
parameters (0,l). In fact, we shall prove that all finite-dimensional distributions of 
the process W’“‘(t) = (&I - 2[nt])/&, t E [0, 11, converge to those of the standard 
Brownian motion process. 
The Gaussian distribution occurs in asymptotic analysis of other characteristics of
the runs processes. For example, Wolfowitz [8] proved that the joint distribution of 
numbers of runs up in {X ) k z = 1 having several engths is asymptotically Gaussian for 
large it. 
2. Generating functions of increments of {Rk}~~~ 
Introduce Ak = Rk - Rk+ k = I,&. . . e Given n and positive integers Ii, . . . , In, 
denote Itn) = (Ii, . . . , In), Q(l’“‘) = P(& = II, . . . , A,,_, = lm.+ A, 3 In). According to 
@I . . 
Q(Z’“‘) = (2.0 
here tCP)= (ti, . . . , tp), summation being over .all positive integers 81, . . . , tp subject 
to condition tl+***+tP=n; 2i$=l(B~)=e~iEBpii and B&to+ l *+t,-l+l, 
. . . , f()+ l l l + to), where to = 0. 
Let v and nl, n2,. . . , n, be positive integers; denote n = nl + l l l + n,. Consider 
sets ,‘4,=(~10+‘**+11,_~+1,...,sl~+*=~+n,_l+n,), lso~sv, nO=O, and 
integers La = I(Aa) = Cj~A a lk Then . 
considered as a function of the vector-valued argument rl(“’ =L (vi, . . . , q,), is 
analytic in the polydisc 
because OS Q(r’“‘) s 1. In fact, (2.2) produces the function Q( l , n”‘) defimd and 
continuous on 
D -= fj Fa={?p): Iqa14.,a = 1,. . . , v}, 
a= 1 
because 
&, Q(l’“‘) = c P(Al = I,, . . . e A,vl = fn+ Am a jn) 
1 j(n) 
= c P(A,~l)=E:A,an 
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Actually, as lim,,, E A,, = 2 (see Cl]), then 
sup E A, =A<oo and .(yaDk IQ($), 77(“))l s A. (2.3) ?8 E. ” 
To better understand the role played by Q(q’“‘, n’“)), let Y = m + 1, ma 1, 
n,+l = 1. Then the coefficient of qrn+l in the series Q(v(~+‘), n’“+“) is, (n = nl+ 
***+n,cl), 
,,$(n’m’) = E(77(m), n’m’), 
1 > 
(2.4) 
9&P)) = LjeA, Aj; i.e. this coefficient is the (m-dimensional) generating function 
Of increments 9a = I?,,,+.  .+n, -I?,,+. . .+n,_,y (16 Cx =S m), Of (Rk);P=o. 
Thus, the function Q(q(m+l), n’“+“) carries all the information concerning the 
joint distribution of the increments B,, . . . ,Bm and, consequently, their asymp- 
totic behavior as n, + 00, 1 G Q! G wt. 
However, the problem with Q(#‘), n’“‘) is that we do not know of any tractable 
representation of this function. Fortunately, it turns out to be possible to derive 
(Theorem 1) a nice formula for the following (super) generating function (s.g.f.1. 
Qbp’, y’“!) = &) ( irl Y2j Qb+“~, n(“‘). 
n ’ a= 
(2.3 
The reason why such a formula might be convenient is that Q($“‘, n’“‘) can be 
expressed through Q(#“, y’“‘) by using the integral Cauchy’s formula in po!ydiscs. 
Exactly that idea will be utilized to derive from this representation the asymptotic 
normality of the increments of the process {R~}~‘Zl (see Theorem 2). 
Let us describe the main steps leading to Theorem I. First (Lemma 1, Corollary 1) 
we show how the s.g.f. of the increments 3, (dm)) Is connected with Q(#“, y’“‘) 
given by (2.5). Second, we introduce some later needed function $,($‘) and prove 
an identity (Lemma 2) involving this function. Third, using the MacMahon formula 
(2.1), we obtain the triple series representation for Q($“‘, y’“‘) and prove its 
absolute convergence in a certain domain of y’s and q’s. (That will allow us later to 
arbitrarily rearrange terms of the series for those y’s and q’s without affecting its 
sum.) Finally, we prove Lemmas 3, 4, 5, which form a basis for ewluating 
Q($), y(“‘) after a proper rearrangement of the terms in this triple series, see the 
proof of Theorem 1 below. The proof of The0re.m 1 is also based on a purely 
analytical Lemma 6. 
To begin, let us remark that by (2.3) the series in (2.5) converges uniformly on all 
compact subsets of DoXD(y~=[(~(y), y”‘):: lqaiG 1, (yJ< 1, Q = 1,. . . t Y}. Thus, 
(see [4]), we have: 
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Lemma 1. Q(q’“), y(“‘) given by (2.5) is 
(a) analytic as a fun&ion of 7+“), ycV’ on D’“’ X P, 
(b) analytic as a function of y’“’ on D(*), for afl fixed 71(% p. 
Introdu.ce E(q(“$ y’“‘) the s.g.f. of increments 9&&r’“‘), (see (2.4)): 
E($~), y(“‘) = & ( E y?) E(r)“? n’“‘). (2.6) 
Q= 1
Obviously, assertions (a), (b) of Lemma 1 hold true for E($m), y(“‘)), if v is replaced 
by m. Also, by (2.4) and Lemma 1, 
Corollary 1. E($“), y’“‘) is the c oe fi cient of )I~+ 1 9 ym + 1 in the series in (2.5) for 
v=m+l. 
To derive the above-mentioned formula for Q(q”‘, Y’~)), we shall need some 
auxiliary functions. 
Given a subset ir of (1, . . . , v), introduce the function 
Clearly, the functions 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
are analytic everywhere. Let ISI 22. Since, for given I, the number of integer 
solutions of 
C l’zl, 1’21, jEJ, 
jeJ 
is (by!,) [7], we obtain by denoting 17 = maxjEJiqjl that 
I.-l 
w 
I! 
(2.9) 
h;ience, by (2.7), the functions #J(r)‘“‘) are well defined and analytic everywhere also 
for IJI 2 2. 
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Remark. It can be shown that 
expl_fl( rlj i
clilbp)= c q, (j,~,j("_qj')-l)* exprid=e*--l-0 ’ l -77r-1 
jeJ ’ (r-l)!' 
(2.10) 
Next, let mj (j E J), I,( 1 s I s m = &eJ mj) be positive integers. Denote 
f(j) = bm,+. l -+m,_l+l + ’ ’ ’ + Imu+- - -+mj-:+??ljP .m(‘)=o. 
Then, similarly to (2.9), we obtain: 
I(i)- 1 
mi 
n rli ami- l 
r-h i = c jeJ 
jeJ (mj - l)! 8q?-’ I(i)*mj,icJ 
Hence, it follows 
Lemma 2. 
After 
(rliui)“’ = 
m,i$jtiiJ(j!J(mj-l)! 
9 
. 
q:y) = hi1 + yd, l ’ l 9 qvil + y&J). (2.11) 
these preliminaries, let us have a closer look at the s.g.f. (I(#‘), y’“)). 
According to (2.1), (2.2), (2.5), we obtain: 
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Suppose IYUI 9t<l, IT&l, 1 G a G V. Estimate the sum of respective absolute 
values: 
(by(2.11),whereJ=(l)say,yl=r,~t= I) 
= C [r(e’+‘- Wl + r,lP < 00, (2.13) 
Pal 
provided that r is chosen strictly smaller than the unique positive root x0 of the 
equation x(e 1+x - I)/( 1 + x) = 1. If r < x0, then the three-folded series in (2.12) 
converges absolutely, and hence its sum is the same no matter how its terms are 
rearranged. 
Evaluate Q(#“, yty’) on the domain Iy=/ s r < 1, Ill01 G 1, by assuming that r <x0. 
Let Cap =A,nB~,m,p=(C,pl,l~~~v,l G p G p; (A,, BB the subintervals of the 
set (1,. . . , n) were introduced together with (2.1) and (2.2)). Then, for 1 G a! G v, 
1~/3~p, there is 
u P 
C ma0 = 43, C md3 = ncre 
clr=l p-1 
(2.14) 
Lemma 3. map > 03 rn,‘@# - O,ifeitherar>a’,p<p’,orcu<a’,P>P’. 
R=oof. First, mcrP > O* A, n BB # 0. Suppose A*# r-1 Bfie # 0 for, say, cy > cy’, /3 <p’. 
Denoting min(r) = Gn{j: j E r), max(r) = max( j: j E r}, we have then 
min(A,) > max(A,#) 3 min(B,& > max(Bfi). 
But this is impossible, because A, n BP # 0. Thus, A,# n IFpp# =0 l 
Denote M( v, p) the set of all v x p matrices (m& with nonnegative integer entries 
having the property described in Lemma 3. 
Lemma 4. Let (ma,& M(v,p). Denote n, =Cizl rn+ tP =Cz_, map, A, = 
(no~~~~+n,_l+1,...,no+~~~+n,_l+n,),Bg=(t~+~~~+tS_1+l,...,t~+~~~t 
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Lemma 5. Given (m&, denote d((m&) = {(a, b): m& > 0, 1 G a c V, 1 s b -‘p). 
Then (m,B)E M(v, p), iff the elements (a, b) of d((m,)) can be arranged in order of 
ikt creasing magnitude of a+b, (i.e., d((m,B)) = ((1, 11 = (al, W, 
(% b2), . . ..(a.,,,b,)=(v,p)}, w=(d((m,8))1,2=al+bl<az+ba<~ l xa,+b,= 
v+p), andforeach k=l,..., w - 1, there are only three alternatives (see Fig. 1): 
(i) ak+l=iJfk’~f,pk+l=Pk, 
(ii) a&+1 =ak, pk+l =flk + 1, and 
(iii) ak+l = ak + 1, pk+l = @& + 1. 
v=6, p=% w=12, 
d = {U, I), (1,2), (2931, (3931, (4,3), (4,4), 
(45 % (%5?, (Z@s 6% (5 8), 69)) 
I 
Fig. 1. 
1 Proof of Lemmas 4,s. Easy by induction with respect o v +p. 
More definitions arad notations. Call the subset d of pairs (a, b), 1s a s V, 1 G ii G p, a 
diagram, if it satisfies the description given in Lemma 4 for d((m,@)), (m& E 
M(u, p). Let D(v, p) be the collection of all diagrams d. 
For a given diagram d, group the elements of the set (1, . . . , v). Let S be the set of 
all elements a, for which the implication holds: (a, b) E d 3 (a -+ 1, b) e d. Every other 
element of (1, . . . , v) belongs to a two or more element-subinterval (Q, u + 
1 ,. . .,a+c)suchthat{(a, b), . . . , (a + c, b)} for some b is one of the vertical ‘strings’ 
of the diagram d. Let these subintervals be II, . . . , I’, (CL = p(d)), the numeration 
being such that min(&)< . l l <min(l,). Iljnli+ll is clearly 0 or 1, (lGjs~--1). 
Denote by T the set of all endpoints of 4, 1 G j G CL. Finally, for a E S u T, let h, be the 
number of all elements b E (1, . . . , p) such that (a,b)Ed, but (a*l,b)Ed. 
Obviously, h, M,if aES,and ha 2 0, if a E T. (In Fig. 1 there are S = (1,6); p = 2; 
I1 = (2,3,4), & = (4,s); T = (2,4,5); hl = 2, hz = 0, h4 = 1, h5 = 3, h6 = 1.) 
Going backward, suppose there is given a ‘partition’ 4 = (S, {4}&1) of the set 
(1 , . . . , v) and the set {h (z }aEswT of integers, which satisfy the description above. 
Then there is a unique diagram d corresponding to these structural characteristics. 
Denote 9” the set of all such partitions 4 of (1,. . . , v). 
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Theorem 1. On the domain 1 y, I< 1, lqa 1 S 1 (1 G ac G u), there is 
QW, Y("') = c 
4fGY 
[ R4(‘1Y '"') x a~(S”T)(4) p (1 - QJ]. 
where 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
S(q), T(q), cl(q), {li(q))$f’ are characteristics of a partitim q with the not&m 
Pd = (- l)ldl+l (rI&%Y*)Ml9. rl(Y’=(7)1(1-Yl)r..~,l)“(f-Y”))* 
(2.17) 
(see (2.7) concerning functions Jld). 
Remarks. (1) According to (2.7), (2.16), there is 
(n-&-l = (1 - rlaY&&p))-l = (1 --ya)U -Ye exp(M - y,)N-’ 
= NYfa, %A 
where A(-, 0) is a well-known generating function of 
numbers [7]. 
the two-parameter Eulerian 
(2) Using Corollary 1, and Theorem 1 for Y = 2, we have: 
(3) A 
of y2 in 
Ebb y)= c Y"E(rlR") 
n=l 
= y( 1 - y)-lA(y, q)[eqtl-y)- (e*(‘-y)- l)(q( I- y))-‘& (2.18) 
similar argument shows that Cnal y”E(l- ?‘“+I) is equal to the coefficient 
the series Q(TJ’~‘, y “I), where ~1 = 1, q2 = TJ, yl = y; whence afteb* simple 
transformations we get from (2.15).(2.16): 
c Y-(1-q""*')=(l-q)y[q(l-y)]-'A(y, 1) 
nal 
X e E ~-~+s+lle”-(l-y)e~-~ I l-a-y ’ (2.19) 
(4) Relations (2.18), (2.19) were derived differently by Knuth [S]. Identities 
equivalent o (2.19) were stated by Barton and Mallows [l]. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Start with transforming the terms in the series (2.12). We have 
(-1)” fi y? = ri (-y*)“- 
a=1 a=1 
=pl (,ii, (-YX@)9 
= I 
(2.20) 
Y Y 
l-h L aa = l-h f&L u &s++,&,,d = -rh &Cop) a rla 
) 
9 
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Let first lqal < 1, I~)al <x0, x0 being the positive root of the equation x(el+x - l)/(l + 
X) = 1. Thus, the sr:ries in (2.12) converges absolutely. Changing order of summation 
and using Lemmas 4,S, we have 
-c c c c (9 
pal deD(u,p) mat+1 I(m) 
(a.bkd 
DenOtedb={aE(l,..., v): (a, b)e d}. By (2.12), (2.20) and Lemma 2 
= (-l)’ ii 
/3=1 
( Ii h&r)) $d&&?= ii (pdp, 
aEd@ @=l 
where (pda is given by (2.17), for & = d,. Hence 
(2.21) 
Furthermore, according to the above given description of the diagrams d, we obtain: 
C C fi Q& = C C 
CL(9b 
II QIj(9) II h3” 
~-1 deD(u,p) p-1 9 hu3l(UES(9)) j=l aES(qb-JT(q) 
ha-taETT(qN 
Hence, we conclude thiat if lq,-J < l,lyaI <x0, (1 s a! s v), then 
Q(77(“), y’“‘) == c [R&7? y(“‘) x n 
4 a~(Su?‘i(q) 
(1 - WJ1] 
(2.22) 
where RJq’“‘, y’“‘) is given by (2X), and as a function of $‘), y’“’ is analytic 
everywhere. 
Mow we formulate a. lemma, which will be used immediately and later on. 
Lemma 6. Let a(y, 9) = 1 - y exp(v(l- y)) and 1~1 S 1. 
(a) men a(y, q) # 0 for iyi s 1, excluding the point y = 1. 
(b) There exist vo > (11, ro> 0 such that, if 7 = e”, Rlv s 0 and Iv 1 s vo, then in a ring 
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1 s Iyl s 1 + r. the equation a(y, 17) = 0 has exactly two roots, y1 = 1 aord 
yz= y(v)= c AkVk = 1 -2v+$12+o(~v~3), 
&a0 
1 +$roa Iy(v)la 1 ++I’. 
Also, 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
for some constants cl, c2. 
We return to Theorem 1. By the part (a) of Lemma 6, the function on the 
right-hand side of (2.15) is analytic on II(“) X D(“) = ((q(y), y(“‘): Iqa I < 1, IyJ < 1, 
l-= - cu < v}. But so is Q(17(“‘, y’“‘). Therefore, the identity (2.15) proven on ((#‘), y“‘): 
1~~ 1 c I, Iya 1 c x0, 1 G Q! < V} still holds true on a larger domain D’“’ x D’u’% or even on 
L)(“)XD’“) , because both of the solutions are defined and continuous on p x D“‘). 
Thus, what has been left is 
Proof of Lemma 6. For q = 1, the assertion (a) is already known [S], and may be 
proven by an almost straightforward application of Rouche theorem. Therefore, by 
continuity, all roots of the eouation a(y, q) = 0 in a circle {y: Iyl G 1 + I}, (r is some 
positive number), approach y=l,as~+l.Letf(y,~)=l-yj&l~k(l-y)k_’lk!; 
obviously, f (y, 7) = (1 - y )-’ a(y,r))=A-‘(y,~~)foryfl.Ontheotherhand,f(~,) 
is analytic everywhere, f(1, 1) =0, and af(y, ~),?~y(~=~=~ = -a#O. Hence, by the 
implicit analytic function theorem [4], we have the following: there exist roe (0, I], 
vo> 0 such that for q = e’, Iv1 G v. in the circle (y : lyl s 1 + rO} there is a unique 
solution y = y(v) of the equation f(y, q)=O, and y(o)= 1 i&=1 h&z.& Iv1 = vo. 
Standard calculation shows that Al = -2, h2 = 5. Then, for 101 G v. and Rlv SO, 
IY(V)122 1+$f+O(lv13). 
Hence, we may assume that 1 +iroa ly(v)la 1 +&II’ for those v. The relation (2.24) 
follows then directly from these properties of y(v) and an already used observation 
that limy,l,V.+~ aflay # 0. Thus, the assertion (b) is proven. 
Suppose that for some 7 # 1 with IT+ 1 the equation f(y, r)) = 0 has roots in 
[ y: lyl s 1). Let H be the set of all these 7. Then, by the part (b), there exists 
(2.25) 
(here, arg q = 8 E (-W, TT] is (uniquely) determined by condition q = lqi eie). Let y* 
be a corresponding root. Obviously, Iy*l = 1 and y* # 1, because otherwise 
f(y*, q*) = 1 -q* # 0. Also, as f(y*, q*) = O+~r(y*, q*) = 0, we have 
1 = l/ly*j = exp(R&q*( 1 - y*))), 
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so that I 
Rl(q*( 1 - y*)) = 0. 
Then / 
afdy* d 
aY I =-(l--y*v*)exp(9j*(l-y*))#O, + ,‘z;* 
because by (2.26) 
(2.27) 
Rl(l--y*r)*)= Rl($‘(l-y*))+Rl(l -q*)=Rl(l-q*)>O. 
Hence, for q close enough to r)* the equation a(y, 77) = 0 determines an analytic 
solution y = y(q) # 1, y(q*) = y*, which clearly satisfies the equation f(y, 7) = Ou 
Also, 
dY do aa 
/ 
-Yl-y) -=-- -_=-- 
drl arl aY l-Yrl l 
(2.28) 
Case 1. p* = Is*1 < 1. Let 7j = q(p) = /p exp(i6*), 0* = arg q *. Introduce the falnction 
Y(P) = YMPN. Then, by cm, (2.2% 
(2.26) 
dlY WI2 I dP p=p+ rl=rl* 
2 
=-,Rl 
rl*i1 -Y”) 2p*Rl((l- y*)y*) = 
P 1-y*rj* I1 -y*rl*12 
2p*Rl(y*-- 1) < 0 
=ll_y*.17*12 ’ 
whence ly( p)I <: ly*l = 1 for p :> p* and close enough to p*. On the other hand, for 
those p, 
1-lrl(~)I+Iargrl(~)l= l-p+le*l<l-l~*l+largrl*l, 
which is impossible according to definition of q*. 
Case 2. p*= Iv*1 = 1. As y* # 1, then, by (2.26), (v*)-l= q*y* and therefore 
I@( = larg v*l E (0, n). Assume for certainty that 8* E (0, w). Let 7) = q(e) = p* eie 
and y(8) = y(q(8)). Then we have 
dbW12 I de 8=8* =2Rl(jj(0)d+)l \ 8=8* rl=q* 
= -2Rl 
( 
iq*(l-y* 
(l_y*rl*))=-2Rl(~11*y;llll~ 
= -2RZ(iq*) = 2 sin e*>cl, 
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SO that Iy<O)l< Iy*l = I for 8 < 8” and close enough to 6”. But, for those 6, 
1 - Iv(@)1 +I w 17ol= 1 -P*+B<l+*l+arg~*, 
which again contradicts to definition of $. 
Thus, there are no roots of f(y, q) =O in {y: 1~1~ 1) for q # 1, Iv+ 1, which 
directly leads to the assertion (a) of Lemma. Lemma 6 is proven. 
Comment on proof. The fact that A(y, q) is the s.g.f. of Eulerian numbers can be 
used to get that IA(y, s,I s (1 - (.rl()-‘, for Iyl s 1 and 1~1 c 1. This inequality suggests 
one more way to handle Case 1. We prefer our proof as more direct and 
self-contained. 
3. Limiting distributions of increments 
Let us fix msl; let nl,.. 
l 9 12, be positive integers and &(n’@‘)) = 
R no+* . .+n, -42 no+* - *+n,-1, lsaam, no = 0. Assume now that lim ncr = CD, 1 s a! s 
m, and lim(min, Q/(max& PI*) > 0. 
Theorem 2. The rrzna!om vector 
%*(n”“‘) = ((9&&z’“‘) - 2n,)/Jn,),“=, (3.1) 
converges in distribution 
having parameters (0, 3). 
Corollar$2. Introduce a random process W’“‘(t) = (R tnt] - 2[ nt])/J& t E [0, 11. AN 
finite-dimensional distributions of W”“( l ) weakly converge to those of the :;tandard 
Brownian motion process W(t), t E [O, I]. 
to a Gaussian vector with independent components euch 
The proof follows directly from Theorem 2. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let ua # 0 be real, Q) = 1, . . . , m, and denote u(‘“’ = 
blr l ’ l 9 u,). Then, the proof is equivalent [2] to showing that 
lim E(exp(i(P’, S*(n’“‘))))=exp 
( 
0.2) 
By Corollary 1, Theorem 1 and (23, there is 
(3.3) 
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where 
gtl(*‘, y’“‘) = F&p), y’“‘) . (qq(*), y(“‘), 
F&p ), y ‘“*‘) = n A(Ya, rlflh 
atz(SuT)\(m+l) 
Gq(q’*), ytrn’) = Co1 Plj) ( II 
aG\(m+l) 
cPt”)) ; (3.4 
(S, T, @, uj&, are characteristics of 9). Also, if m + 1 E T (so that if m + 1 is the 
rightmost element of I&), then 
Ttm(l - ym), 0). (3.5) 
An important feature of relations (3.3), (3.4) is that &(v’~‘, 0) is analytic every- 
where, and G&J(*), 9 ) is a product of functions each depending on its own argument. 
Let in (3.3), q, = exp(io,), v, be real and 0 < I~)~16 00, cy = 1, . . . , m. Then, by 
Lemma 6, Hg(7+*), .) is analytic in 
D’“‘(u) = {y’“‘: lylll C Iy(iu& 16 (Y G m}, 
and 
Hence, 
E ( ii I)3(n(m)) a=1 ) = + -* aD’m)=n _ ao (,,, (2 ) 1 m a-1 c H,h,b7(“‘, Y(-') a m+l 
x ( ,ii, y?-' dy, ) 9 (3.6) = 
where each aDa is counterclockwise oriented. (For this and other related statements 
used below, see [4]). 
Let va = u,/G, wa # 0 and real, a! = 1, . . . , m. Consider n, so large that lu, 1 s 00, 
a= 1 m. 9**.9 
Lemma 7. Let q be such that (1, . . . , m)\(S v T) # 0. 7?zen (under assumptions of
IIzeorem 2), for all p E (0, l), 
I&(*)) = (2iri)-” H&I(*), y’“‘) fi yQ@ dy, = O( p”). 
a=1 
n =nI+m**+nm. (3.7) 
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Proof. Let@E(l,..., m)\(S u T). Then, according to (3.4), Hq as a function of yP is 
analytic everywhere. Hence, by (2.24) for each r> 1 
Iq(7-j(m)) = (2ni)-” Hq($“‘, y’“‘)( fi yina+ dya) 
lJ=l 
=o ( (max, 12~)~~~ r”fi ) 3 
(D$ = {ys: lyPi< r), which proves (3.7). 
Denote by S’,“!+l the set of all partitions q such that (1, . . . , m + 1) = S u T. 
Lemma 8. There exists pee (0,l) such that, for each q E .%‘,“!+,, 
I&p)) + Of po”) - ( - pq(?p)), (3.8) 
where - stands for asymptotic equivalence and 
I(qtm))= fi res 
a=1 y=y(iu,) 
[-“,$q, va=z. (3.9 
Proof. Let & ={ya: ly+rO),D~ ={y=: Iy-y(iv,)l+Z,}, 1Qzsnz. (Concerning 
y(v), ro, see Lemma 6.) By (2.23), EC r= = {yo: 1~ y, < ro) for all large enough 
nQ, ISaSm. 
For each a, Hy($m), y’“‘j(n,“= 1 yin”-’ ), considered as a function of yo, is analytic 
(continuous) in f, (c), except for a single point y, = y(iv,) (E fa). Thus, 
( (*)dy,=j (0My.-( (=)dy,, 
do, dD% ao), 
where (9) stands for the integrznd in (3.7) times (2+“. Or 
I&j(m)) = (-1)” 
1 n”,_ aD,(‘) ii dy,+ C (~1) j ii dY a U-l N a= I e,,==O,l rG I 
IGU~rn 
aD2 a=1 
=I::‘(~(m))+Ij12)(7)(m)), (3.10) 
(Summation in (3.10) is taken over 2” - 1 sets (&p),“‘=1, each of which has at least one 
E~ = 0.) By the Cauchy’s integral formula in polydiscs, 
I~)(~(m’) =(-l)mG,(q(m’, y’“‘(iv’“‘)) i a_l y=y(i”u) [“:‘T)] ; res (I1 1) 
here, y’“‘(iv’“‘) = (y(iv,)),“=l. But, lim qa = 1, lim y(iva) I 1. According to (2.7), 
(2.17) and (3.4), (3.5), we get 
lim Gq(qtm), y’“‘(iv’“‘)) = fi ‘p,,ltl,= 1 
j=l ya= 1 
= fi (_,)l~~+*,I,(~~m+~)) = (-$)’ . 
j=l 
(3.12) 
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(l~jl= 2, if S u T = (1, . . . , m + 1); also &I(O’m+l’) = $, if [Zi = 2.) Therefore, (see 
(3.11% 
Iy(s’m’)_(_f)P’9’ fi res 
a= 1 y=y(iu,) 
[ -“,!T1?a’] l (3.13) 
Now, let E = {ea}rs t have at least one Q, = 0. Then, like in the proof of Lemma 7, 
I (*) fi dy,=O 
m-l 
l-l: ,i)D:” Cl= I 
)=O(pfi), 
for some POE (0,l). Combining (3.10), (3.13), (3.14) yields (3.8:. 
Furthermore, 
c ,_$)@‘,) = 
(1E #A”*, qE$,,, (--5P)+ c k-k,W(q) #VI + 1 4 E .g!i?+ I )?I + I* s(q) m+lc T(q) 
= mil(_;)P(y l)+m$ (_l,,,,(m;l) 
*=o p=o 
= &m-l __ ($)‘” = ($)‘“, 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
and from (3X+(3.9) it foilows 
Lemma 9. 
m E exp 
( ( 
i C kX%~tm’) +o( Pl;)_ i res +Uy, rln) n,+ 1 9 
a= 1 u’n, u= 1 y=y(iv,) Y I 
Va = Ua/JEy a=l,...,m. (3.16) 
Now, as A@, VI= (1 - y)Wy, VW’, a(y, 7) = 1 - y exp(q( I- y)), we have 
res 
y = ytir,) [ 
-~~~~*~.)]_y~~~““~[f(l-Y)~~~Y~a)’~. (3.17) 
But, by (2.23), 
Biim 1 1 - y(iv) 1 -y’(O) 1 
u4~Z l-y(iv)e’“=Z-y’(O)-l= . 
Also, by definition of y = y(iv): 
MY (ivll)Ya = exp[n, eiva( 1 - y(iv,))] 
=exp[na eXp(iu,/Jn,)(2iu,/Jn,+~u2,/na +O(n,“/2))] 
=exp[iu~~n,/Ji&~~+O(n~~‘~)]. (3.19) 
Thus, combining (3.16)-(3.19), we are able to conciude 
(3.88) 
m i C UaBa.!!!(m” 
a= 1 Jna >) 
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or 
E(exp(i g 
u,(9?&2’“‘)-ha) 
\ \ a=1 
&- 
a 
))+exp( -“il d)* 
which completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Remark. Analyzing the proof, one can see that only minor changes are needed to 
show that the Laplace transforms also converge, so that 
E(exp(u’“‘, B*(n’“‘))) +exp(fatl d)- 
This implies convergence ofall the moments of the random vector B*(dm’) to those 
of the limiting Gaussian vector. 
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